For someone like me, born where and when I was (in Jamaica, in 1958, on the ambiguous eve of political independence), and thus with my generational hopes for Caribbean cultural-political transformation, Casa de las Américas is a transcendent institution. It belongs to an almost metaphysical order; it seems less a concrete, material form with all its attendant administrative routines and bureaucratic conflicts than the expression of an idea, a spirit (in the sense, perhaps, suggested by José Martí's contrast in the epigraph).
1 In my admittedly anglophone imagination, shaped no doubt by a very partial vision of the Cuban Revolution, Casa de las Américas embodies not so much an astonishing calendar of events and range of publications (remarkable as these are in themselves) as a proposition, an invitation, an intention, a challenge, a demand. And to my mind, this dimension-its spirit of provocation-is above all exemplified in the person of Fernández Retamar, whose name (and some of whose translated poems and essays, too) had circulated in knowing literary quarters in late 1970s Jamaica. And This initiative comes at a time of other developments that are underway in the work we do:
the launch of two new platforms-sx visualities (smallaxe.net/sxvisualities), devoted to the exploration of Caribbean visual practice; and sx archipelagos (smallaxe.net/sxarchipelagos), devoted to the exploration of the implications of the digital humanities for Caribbean studies.
They are part of the ongoing labor that is the Small Axe Project. Perhaps, with luck, and with conscientiousness, these developments will enlarge our opportunities and our motivations for thinking again about the universalities through which our Caribbean-and, indeed, our Americas-can prepare our futures in the present.
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